
Your attendance before Covid-19

Culture Restart

These questions relate to your cultural experiences - including performances of events in theatres,
concert halls and other venues and/or visiting art galleries and museums

How often would you say that you attended or visited cultural experiences before Coronavirus?

Less than once a year

Once a year

2 or 3 times per year

4 or more times per year

If you had to choose one of the following as your MOST frequent attendance at cultural events and
venues, which of the following would it be? (please choose only one)

Ballet

Cinema/Film

Comedy

Contemporary Dance

Drama

Family / Children's work

Music - Classical

Music - Rock, Pop, Jazz or World

Musical Theatre

Opera

Outdoor Arts

Visual Arts

Other (please specify)

Who do you generally attend events with? (please tick all that apply)

By myself

Spouse or partner

Children or grandchildren

Parents or Grandparents

Other family

Friends

Organised group

With/As a carer

Other (please specify)
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Your attendance

Culture Restart

These questions relate to your cultural experiences - including performances of events in theatres,
concert halls and other venues and/or visiting art galleries and museums

Where would you put yourself on the scale below regarding how much you typically pay to attend?

I usually buy best available tickets regardless of price

I usually search around for the best value tickets

I usually end up doing a bit of both

Once you feel comfortable returning to cultural experiences again, how OFTEN do you anticipate that you
will attend?

Less often than before Covid About the same More often than before Covid

How much do you think you will SPEND on attending cultural events in future?

Less than before Covid About the same More than before Covid

  

Have you attended (in person) any cultural events, activities or venues since some cultural organisations
began to re-open?

Yes - more than one Yes - only one No
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Your attendance

Culture Restart

Why is that? (please tick as many as apply)

There haven't been enough opportunities on offer

I haven't really been looking for opportunities to attend

I have less money to spend on cultural events than pre-
Covid

I'm trying to avoid interacting with crowds of people

Cultural experiences aren't a priority for me

I'm reluctant to travel to cultural events and venues

Other (please specify)
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Your attendance

Culture Restart

Which types of venues and activities have you attended since some organisations began to re-open? (tick
as many as apply)

Art Gallery

Ballet

Cafe in a cultural building

Cinema/Film

Comedy

Contemporary Dance

Drama

Family / Children's work

Festival

Heritage site, property or gardens

Immersive Arts

Museum

Music - Classical

Music - Rock, Pop, Jazz or World

Musical Theatre

Opera

Outdoor Arts

Visual Arts

How confident do you feel about attending cultural experiences in the future?

Not very confident Neutral Very confident

Is there anything else you'd like to add about attending cultural experiences again?
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Future visits

Culture Restart

 

Do you have any events 'in the diary' that were booked BEFORE venues closed in March, and have been
re-scheduled?

Yes No

  

Have you booked for any cultural events or activities SINCE venues closed in March that you haven't yet
attended?

Yes - I've booked for multiple events Yes - I've booked for one event No

Would any of the following make you more likely to book NOW for events in the future? (please tick all that
apply)

The ability to EXCHANGE my tickets if I or someone I was attending with is UNWELL or unable to attend

The ability to RETURN my tickets for a refund if I or someone I was attending with is UNWELL or unable to attend

Flexible PAYMENT PLANS to spread the cost of tickets over a few months

The ability to purchase INSURANCE for a small fee to guarantee a refund if the event is cancelled

None of the above

Other (please specify)
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Future visits

Culture Restart

When is the FIRST event or visit that that you have booked for scheduled to take place

within the next month

1 to 3 months

3 to 6 months

more than 6 months

not sure

Which of the following best describes the types of event(s) or activity(ies) you have booked for? (please
tick all that apply)

Art Gallery

Ballet

Cinema/Film

Comedy

Contemporary Dance

Drama

Family / Children's work

Festival

Heritage site, property or gardens

Immersive Arts

Museum

Music - Classical

Music - Rock, Pop, Jazz or World

Musical Theatre

Opera

Outdoor Arts

Visual Arts

Other (please specify)
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Future visits

Culture Restart

Are any of the list below reasons you'd give for not having attended any cultural events or activities since
venues closed? (Please tick as many as apply)

There isn't anything that appeals to me

I'm not really looking for opportunities to attend

I have less money to spend than pre-Covid

I'm trying to avoid interacting with crowds of people

Attending isn't a priority for me

I'm reluctant to travel

I prefer to stay flexible and book nearer the time or on the
day

Other (please specify)
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Coming back to events

Culture Restart

If you had to say now when you think you'll be ready to start BOOKING for events again, which of the
options below would you choose? (please choose only ONE)

within the next month

1 to 3 months

3 to 6 months

more than 6 months

not sure when

not planning to book at all

Please tell us which of the following statements best fits how you're currently feeling about coming out to
events at a venue again. (Please choose only ONE)

I will feel comfortable coming to events again as soon as the venues I'd like to attend reopen

I would consider coming to a cultural event in a venue if I felt sufficiently confident that the required social distancing and
hygiene measures had been put in place

I would prefer to wait until venues have been open for a few months

I would prefer to wait until I can attend a cultural event in the 'usual way' again - however long that might take

I cannot currently envisage attending a cultural event at a venue until a vaccine, treatment or rapid test for Covid-19 is readily
available

None of the above
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Coming back safely

Culture Restart

How confident do you feel that the cultural organisation who sent you this survey will have the
appropriate measures in place for the following:

Keeping audiences safe

Not confident Neutral Very confident

Keeping performers and staff safe

Not confident Neutral Very confident

Keeping audiences informed about what to expect

Not confident Neutral Very confident

Enforcing whatever social distancing and other safety restrictions have been put in place

Not confident Neutral Very confident
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 I feel uncomfortable about this I'm OK with this This would be essential for me

Insisting all audiences
wear face coverings
throughout the venue,
performance or
exhibition (if indoors)

Temperature screening
on arrival

Seating guaranteed at
least 1m apart

Covid testing on arrival

No face coverings, and
seating operated 'as
normal', subject to
Covid testing on arrival

How would you feel about the following measures being considered or implemented by some cultural
organisations?

Do you have anything to add about feeling safe and comfortable?
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Digital culture

Culture Restart

We'd like to ask your thoughts on how you feel about experiencing culture online.

Have you engaged with any culture ONLINE, either before or since cultural venues closed?

Yes - before AND since cultural venues closed

Yes - only BEFORE cultural venues closed

Yes - only SINCE cultural venues closed

No

Not sure
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Digital culture

Culture Restart

How MANY times have you engaged with culture ONLINE since cultural venues closed?

Once

Two or three times

Four or more times

Which of the following types of online activity have you viewed or participated in for pleasure since cultural
venues closed? (please tick all that apply)

An archive recording of an event from pre-closure

A livestream or recording of a production has taken place
since lockdown

A performance or event created specifically to be watched
online

An interactive performance or event

A creative activity or workshop online

An online talk or lecture

Bonus content created around an event (eg. interviews with
cast, or Q&As)

A virtual guided tour/visit of a museum or gallery

Other (please specify)
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Digital Culture

Culture Restart

 
Bought a ticket Made a donation

Made a 'Pay what you
can' contribution Watched/took part free

An archive recording of
an event from pre-
closure

A livestream or
recording of a
production has taken
place since lockdown

A performance or event
created specifically to
be watched online

An interactive
performance or event

A creative activity or
workshop online

An online talk or lecture

Bonus content created
around an event (eg.
interviews with cast, or
Q&As)

A virtual guided
tour/visit of a museum
or gallery

[Insert text from Other]

Which of the following have you done in relation to each of the digital experiences you had?
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Digital Culture

Culture Restart

  

How interested are you in engaging with culture ONLINE in the future

Not at all interested Neutral Very interested
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Digital Culture

Culture Restart

Which of the following types of online activity would you be INTERESTED in? (please tick all that apply)

An archive recording of an event from pre-closure

A livestream or recording of a production that has taken
place since lockdown

A performance or event created specifically to be watched
online

An interactive performance or event

A creative activity or workshop online

An online talk or lecture

Bonus content created around an event (eg. interviews with
cast, or Q&As)

A virtual guided tour/visit of a museum or gallery

None of the above

Other (please specify)
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Digital Culture

Culture Restart

 
More than

live / in
person

About the
same as in

person

About 25%
less than in

person

About half as
much as in

person

About 75%
less than in

person

I'd prefer to
make a
donation

I wouldn't
expect to pay

An archive recording of
an event from pre-
closure

A livestream or
recording of a
production that has
taken place since
lockdown

A performance or event
created specifically to
be watched online

An interactive
performance or event

A creative activity or
workshop online

An online talk or lecture

Bonus content created
around an event (eg.
interviews with cast, or
Q&As)

A virtual guided
tour/visit of a museum
or gallery

None of the above

[Insert text from Other]

How much would you expect to pay for each of these experiences?
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How likely would you be to BUY a TICKET for one of these online events you are interested in at ANY
organisation?

Not very likely Very likely

How likely would you be to BUY a TICKET for one of these online events you are interested in from the
organisation who sent you this survey?

Not very likely Very likely

How likely would you be to BUY a monthly SUBSCRIPTION to a channel or platform that offered online
cultural content you are interested in?

Not very likely Very likely

Which of the following would most closely describe your attitude to online culture once you are attending a
suitable variety of live performances in person? (please choose only one)

I'd also engage with and pay for events online

I'd also engage with culture online, but only for free content

I'd be less likely to engage with online culture, but I would still consider online events that I wouldn't otherwise have a chance to
see live

I'd probably not engage with online events and/or activities at all
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Digital Culture

Culture Restart

Why is that? (Please tick as many as apply)

I don't know where to look

I'm not confident in using the technology required to watch
performances online

There isn't a good range of events to choose from

The quality of events isn't high enough

The sound and/or picture quality of my equipment at home is
poor

My internet/broadband speed is poor

There are too many distractions at home

I've never really considered it

It's not my first choice if live or in-venue options are available

I want to limit the time I spend looking at a screen
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Donating to Cultural Charities

Culture Restart

Have you ever made a donation to a cultural organisation?

Yes - only before Covid

Yes - before and since Covid

Yes - only since Covid

No
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Donating to Cultural Charities

Culture Restart

In which ways have you made a donation to a cultural organisation since Covid? (please tick all that apply)

Donated the value of returned tickets

Bought a membership

Made a separate donation

Set up regular giving

Other (please specify)
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Donating to Cultural Charities

Culture Restart

How likely are you to donate to a cultural organisation in future?

Very unlikely Very likely
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Other thoughts

Culture Restart

Is there anything else you'd like to tell us?
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About you

Culture Restart

This information is optional, but it will help us make sure that we’ve received responses from a
range of people.

How old are you?

15-19

20-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75+

Prefer not to say

  

Has your income reduced or disappeared as a result of Coronavirus?

Yes No Not sure

Other (please specify)

How would you describe your ethnic origin?

Asian or Asian British

Black or Black British

Mixed: multiple ethnic background

White: British

White: Other

Prefer not to say

Other (please specify)

Would you currently regard yourself as a 'vulnerable' person in relation to Coronavirus?

Yes No Not sure

Do you identify as a D/deaf or disabled person, or have a long-term health condition?

Yes No Prefer not to say
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What is your home postcode?
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